
WORKSHOP
JORIE JOHNSON

02 January FELTING

REGISTER ONLINE: WWW.TINYURL.COM/8ISSREG

For Fans of Shibori + Berets – Felting with Jorie JOHNSON
02 January 2012

9:30 - 16:30

Offsite Studio

Maximum: 10 students

The difference between a brimmed hat and a beret is like the main course and dessert. The quality of felt,
shape and drape that a beret requires merits special attention. We will design a beret which will be over-
dyed to enhance (or erase) design motif. Consider dip-dye, over-dyeing of design, shaped-dyeing with
simple and effective Shibori techniques as part of the general design process which will also include inlay
techniques of previously dyed fabric such as organza, chiffon or cotton gauze.

Well felted, nicely shaped and uniquely dyed head toppers will be our goal.

JORIE JOHNSON - An American born textile artist (now residing in Japan) interested in the ways of wool
fiber since 1978, when first introduced to Scandinavian boot-making. She studied Textile Design in the USA
(RISD) and Finland (KOTO) and has been a part-time lecturer at various Japanese institutions during her
23 years in Kyoto. Always interested in the capability of the wool fiber and contemporary applications of the
feltmaking medium, her studio, Joi Rae Textiles, produces limited additions of accessories, clothing and
interior art works. www.JoiRae.com || jj@joirae.com

Workshop FEE: $ 125 USD, includes lunch

Materials FEE: $20 USD (160 HKD) ; to pay at workshop

Students should bring the following for feltmaking equipment: 2 hand towels, small bar of soap,  3-4
small hand-sized thin plastic bags for rubbing surface, felt solution applicator bottle (plastic drink bottle with
holes in top for shower application ), simple sewing kit with needles and threads. For design elements:
small pieces of dyed fabrics for inlay, such as silk organza, chiffon, gauze, etc.  (shibori dyed is best);
knitting yarns for surface embellishment

Workshop will provide each student: 2 1/2cm diameter x 50cm rolling rod (plastic, wooden or stainless),
mesh fabric (polyester or nylon lace) or door screening 50 x 50cm, two pieces plastic sheets 50 x 50cm (ex.
garbage bag or shopping bag),  2 pieces  bubble wrap  50 x 50cm,


